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Company Overview
Michael Page is a leading professional recruitment consultancy specialising in the recruitment of permanent, contract and 
temporary positions on behalf of the world’s top employers. The Group operates in more than 30 countries worldwide. First 
established in London in 1976, we’ve been bringing job seekers and employers together for more than 30 years. We are listed 
on the London stock exchange and our turnover exceeds US$1 billion per year. We opened our office in Singapore in 1996 
and currently have offices in all of the main business centres around the world including:

Our Role
Our role is to work with employers and job seekers to facilitate a successful match. This can range from advising a global 
company on a candidate sourcing strategy to helping a job seeker find their dream job.

What Sets Us Apart
Michael Page has a number of unique characteristics that define us as one of the leading recruitment consultancies in the 
world. We are recently awarded the Finance and Accountancy Recruitment Company of the year in the 2014 RI Asia Awards 
in both Singapore and Hong Kong.

Non-commission, salaried professionals 
Our consultants are salaried professionals and are encouraged to work as a team instead of competing against one another 
for commissions. Teams are rewarded for establishing successful long-term relationships with both clients and job seekers

Industry Specialists 
We employ specialist recruitment consultants for each job sector that we cover This ensures every consultant is an expert on 
their specific industry and is able to offer expert advice to both employers and job seekers. 

Global Strength 
The Michael Page brand is among the most widely recognised in the professional recruitment industry. Our globally recognised 
brand attracts the highest quality jobseekers and a broad range of blue chip employers. 

Accredited Business Processes 
Michael Page is Quality Certified to several international standards. Our service levels and processes are regularly reviewed by 
internal and external auditors to ensure best practice standards. 

Referrals 
Each year more and more job seekers and employers engage Michael Page as a result of a personal referral. This is a testament 
to the high level of professionalism and service that has established Michael Page as a market leader in the professional 
recruitment sector.

• Australia

• China

• India

• Indonesia

• Hong Kong

• Malaysia

• New Zealand

• Japan

• Taiwan 
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Michael Page Finance
A world-class recruitment agency that specialises in finance and accounting, Michael Page places the brightest accounting 
jobseekers in businesses ranging from small to medium enterprises to global multinational companies. With long-established 
networks in the finance and accounting sector, and a balance between strong global reach and niche local knowledge, Michael 
Page is an exclusive business partner for many companies in mid to senior-level finance recruitment, and the first port of call 
for employees who are serious about their finance or accounting career.

We place skilled finance experts in areas like risk, fraud, tax, treasury, credit and auditing, applying the strength of our 
international resources to help you grow your business. The team has a track record of close to 3,000 placements in Singapore 
- a 18 year track record of about 160 placements yearly.

We grasp how finance shapes the success of a company and we consistently place talented finance professtionals into roles 
that fulfil their skills and aspirations.

Our Recruitment Expertise
Our specialised Finance team recruits from mid to senior level positions across the following areas:

Finance Director Chief Financial 
Officer

Treasury (Analyst / 
Manager / Director)

Accounting 
Manager

Internal Controls & 
Compliance Manager

Internal Audit (Specialist / 
Manager / Director)

Finance Planning & 
Analysis Manager

Business 
Analyst

Pricing 
Manager

Tax (Specialist / Manager / 
Director)

Credit (Analyst / 
Manager)

Costing 
Manager

Strategy 
Director

Financial Controller

Finance (Analyst 
/ Manager)

M&A (Manager / 
Director)

Shared Services Manager Accounts Payable 
Manager

Accounts 
Receivable 
Manager

Process 
Improvement 
Manager
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How We Work

Assess
At every stage of the search process, Michael Page Finance assesses the suitability of candidates against a range of client 
requirements, from alignment with organisational values to industry track record.

1. CV screening

2. Detailed initial assessment via teleconference and/or Skype

3. Face to face behavioural based interview

4. Face to face detailed competency assessment

5. Reference check

Deliver
We provide regular feedback and progress reports throughout the process and ensure that we deliver the required results, 
securing the right candidates who will make a difference to your business.

1. Produce candidate report

2. Present shortlist to client

3. Active feedback

4. Support client assessment

5. Support compensation negotiation and offer

Support
Our involvement doesn’t end at the offer stage. We stay in touch with both the hiring organisation and the new employee to 
achieve our aim of building lasting professional relationships.

1. Support candidate through resignation and onboarding

2. Post placement care

Engage
Understanding your organisation, requirements and desired outcome is 
essential to informing the search solution we design.

1. Meet with client

2. Understand, advise and develop role profile

3. Understand, advise and develop target candidate population

4. Define candidate competencies relevant to market

5. Design method for search

Source
Our shortlists aren’t limited by the extend of our networks - our dedicated 
research function maps the entire market before we agree with you which 
candidates to approach.

1. Research and define candidate population and market map

2. Approach candidate within international network

3. Launch and manage additional advertisin

4. Active feedback to client on activity and progress

HOW WE
WORK
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International Database
We offer one of the most extensive candidate databases in 
the world, with all job seekers interviewed and screened prior 
to registration.

International Sourcing
We are one of the few recruitment companies with a team 
specifically dedicated to sourcing candidates from around the 
world, including top expatriate talent.

Networks / Referrals 
We have built up an extensive candidate network in our 35 
years of operation. Each consultant also has a personal 
network of contacts from which to gauge interest and solicit 
referrals. Our consultants are continually informed about 
market trends, and invest a considerable amount of time 
attending digital specific events and seminars.

 
 
 

Targeted Search
We have a dedicated research team that analyses the market 
to identify the most suitable talent for your organisation.

Online Advertising / Social Media 
At Michael Page Finance we live as we preach - we have 
a dedicated in-house online media team to ensure your job 
ad receives optimal coverage through both social media and 
employment sites. Michael Page also have country specific 
websites throughout Asia Pacific, the US and Euro-zone 
on which you can have your profile and jobs featured for 
maximum exposure. 

Print Advertising 
Although most of the roles in finance will be best promoted 
in digital channels, we also offer competitive positioning for 
more traditional or executive roles in print media. As one of the 
largest national and international advertisers, we guarantee 
prime positioning and visibility in the print media to ensure 
maximum response. 

At Michael Page, we walk the talk - we have the resources to deliver a fully comprehensive sourcing strategy that covers 
standard forms of sourcing as well as innovative solutions. To ensure we are attracting the most suitable candidates in the 
market, we will work with you to develop a sourcing solution based on a combination of the following:

Powerful Sourcing Solutions 
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Targeted Google Advertising
With our deep understanding of candidate behaviour for each 
market, we have specific advertising methodology to ensure 
we target active candidates effectively. 

With over 5 million jobs related searches each month, Google 
is a highly effective channel for targeting active candidates. 
Your ad will appear on the first page of the paid search results 
when a candidate searches for a relevant job title or keyword.

For example, “Accounting”, “Tax”,  
• Targeted ad on the first page of the Google search  
 results for your target job title 
•  Highly relevant audience 

Targeted Social Media Advertising – 
LinkedIn and Facebook
Using sophisticated keyword matching technology, we are able 
to target relevant candidates on both LinkedIn and Facebook, 
based on their job title, location and words used in their status 
updates.

• Highly targeted audience 
• Targets passive candidates
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Targeted Online Job Board Advertising

JobsDB Michael Page

We also post your ad on a range of generalist and specialist job boards. For a complete listing of the sites included please 
contact your Michael Page consultant.
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Client Testimonials
“I just wanted to take the opportunity to let you know that the candidate has settled very well into her role as Director Finance Asia and 
is really an excellent hire for us and I’d like to express my appreciation for your support for the candidate’s hire and also your more recent 
support on the Financial Accountant recruitment process. The candidate will be undertaking some final interviews for the FA candidates this 
coming week and I believe we will have another good new staff through the process.

I have been very impressed with Michael Page’s service and your commitment and support to us, first rate service from you as our partner in 
the process and we look forward to continuing that relationship as we grow our regional HQ operation in Singapore.” 

–Asia Managing Director (Australian Pharma MNC)

“All positive and Michael Page Finance has always been very consistent and has excellent follow up. The team has filled most of  
our finance roles in 2014. I would not hesitate to engage your services again.” 

–Asia Pacific Talent Acquisition Director (European Pharma MNC)

“I would like to thank Michael Page Finance for the good support for my company’s recruitment needs in the last year.  The team has tried 
their very best to call and gave assurance that they wanted to service my company’s account.   Since then, they have never failed to give 
good service, source for good candidates, always follow up, and manage the candidate’s expectation.  Because of that, I have started 
engaging Michael Page Malaysia as well.” 

– HR Manager (US IT&T MNC)

“Worked with Michael Page Finance on the last few recruitments in the 1st half of this year and here’s what I can share:

1. Very responsive, will work on our requests on an urgent basis

2. Helpful, will always follow-up after each interview and to understand the concerns we have on candidates in order to further refine 
the search” 

– Talent Acquisition Leader (European Oil & Gas MNC)

“I find Michael Page Finance very professional, responsive and efficient.  They waste no time closing the candidates from get go which is 
always important and is very thorough in profiling them.  They are also not afraid to give us objective feedback on candidates – unlike many 
recruiters who tend to oversell their candidates in order to close the job.  I have enjoyed working with Michael Page Finance.” 

– Senior HR Manager (SGX Healthcare MNC)

“4/4 for me and am absolutely delighted with Michael Page Finance’s fantastic service!” 

– Finance Controller (European Publishing MNC)

“Michael Page Finance has helped us source and place quality personnel within our Singapore finance organization. Thank you to the team 
for providing professional recruitment services.” 

– VP Finance Asia Pacific Africa (US Pharma MNC)
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Client Testimonials
“I was very pleased with the professional way that Michael Page Finance took the recruitment brief for the Finance Managers’ role for our 
Singapore office. It was thorough, professional and demonstrated a strong understanding of the business requirements and how that would 
match the types of candidates available in the market. Michael Page Finance impressed me and the Regional Financial Controller, with their 
knowledge of the salary expectations of candidates and the level of experience we could hope to attract with the budget we had available. 
Their guidance was invaluable as we did not have any understanding of salaries in the Singapore market. All documentation was presented 
professionally and was accurate (proposal, invoicing etc)

We interviewed a range of candidates and the individual selected has settled in well and is performing satisfactorily. Michael Page Finance 
has been an excellent candidate manager, keeping in close contact with the candidate after placement and reporting to me on progress. 
This demonstrates care and attention for the business to ensure their placement was successful, and this takes time to complete well.

Having worked myself in the recruitment industry, I know a good recruiter when I meet one. Michael Page Finance impressed me with their 
professional and experienced approach and is serving Michael Page well to ensure a high standard of delivery to its clients. Thank you.” – 
Regional HR Manager (European Oil & Gas MNC) 

“I think I started linked up with Michael Page Finance since I am in Shanghai and I think I have been maintaining quite a good and close 
relationships with Michael page all along.  Based on my experience, Michael Page have been asking very detailed questions about the 
candidates and I believe this is part of the due diligence process that you guys are doing and to ensure that you meet both the customer’s 
and candidate’s needs/requirements.  You are trying to find the best fit, which is very good.  

For my current posting, Michael Page Finance has been providing me with a lot of valuable advice and comments.  I really appreciate the 
follow up done even one month after I started off with the job and this gave extra comfort.  I think it is important for a recruitment firm to 
make both your clients and candidates feel that you are care for them and act in their best interest instead of only care to close deals, this 
will make an impact and it is a “differentiation” - I think Michael Page has been giving me a very good impression on this so far.  Thank you 
and hope you guys could keep it up.”

 – APAC VP Finance (European Engineering MNC)

“Here is how Michael Page Finance has helped me:

• Giving the advice how is the market and what is the best approach for us to fill the positions
• Actively sourcing and introducing good candidates with clear understanding with our request
• Well support the process of candidates signing” – Senior HR Manager (Japanese F&B MNC)
• Below my feedback about Michael Page Finance
• Very professional co-operation when we hired the FP&A Manager, he is now a star performer
• Appreciate the way you keep in touch, I think you are very good at establishing relationships
• Appreciated your involvement in recent hick-ups around hiring of support staff” 

– CFO (SGX Technology MNC)
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Meet The Team
We employ specialist recruitment consultants for each job sector that we cover. This ensures every consultant is an expert in 
their specific industry and is able to offer advice to both employers and job seekers.

Jeffrey is Director, Michael Page 
Singapore. Jeffrey graduated from NTU 
with a Bachelor of Accountancy and is 
a qualified Chartered Accountant. He 
joined Michael Page in 2007 and started 
recruiting in Finance & Accounting in 
Singapore. He was a consistent top 
performer and was in the ‘Platinum 
Club’ in 2010, 2011 and 2012. He was 
promoted to Manager in 2010 and Senior 

Manager in 2012, managing the Finance & Accounting team and 
focusing on senior finance recruitment in the market. In 2014, he 
was promoted to Director, adding the Human Resource division to 
his portfolio.

Aprilyn is Senior Consultant for Finance 
& Accounting, Michael Page Singapore. 
With a Degree in Chemical Engineering, 
she spent the early part of her career 
honing her skills as a Management 
Trainee with Singapore’s leading provider 
of transportation services. She embarked 
on her career in recruitment with Michael 
Page in 2012, starting as a consultant and 
has since made steady progress to reach 

her current position. Aprilyn recruits for finance and accounting roles 
at the mid-senior level and has proved a valuable member to the 
team, as well as partner to her clients with her ability to understand, 
balance and match the needs of clients and candidates alike. 

David is Associate Director for Finance 
& Accounting, Michael Page Singapore. 
With a Degree in Accountancy, he has 
over 7 years experience, 3 of which 
were spent as a Tax Advisor with a Big 
4 firm. David has been recruiting in the 
Singapore Finance market for the past 
4 years since joining Michael Page 
to start his career in recruitment. He 
currently leads the Finance & Accounting 

discipline, overseeing a team of 9 Consultants which cover a 
diverse range of roles across all industries in Singapore. David 
possesses an excellent track record and has personally worked on 
the recruitment of a broad spectrum of roles ranging from Finance 
Managers and Controllers to Finance Directors and CFOs with 
salaries ranging from 100k to 500k, covering tax, treasury, credit, 
internal audit, costing, FP&A as well as corporate finance. 

Eugenia is currently a Senior Consultant 
with the Michael Page Finance & 
Accounting team. Eugenia holds a 
Degree in Chemical Engineering and 
Finance and started her career with a 
Blue Chip Technology company in the 
Silicon Valley. She spent 8 years working 
in the US with extensive exposure in 
Holland, Japan and China; initially in 
the R&D capacity and in the later stage, 

in an in-house strategic consulting role for next the generation 
technology roadmap. Eugenia has been recruiting mid-senior level 
Finance and Accounting roles since 2010, with a successful track 
record in Regional Controllership, Director and CFO positions. 
With a strong client and candidate network, she has been a solid 
recruitment partner to her clients across all industries.

E: jeffreyng@michaelpage.com.sg 

T: +65 6416 9968

E: aprilynchan@michaelpage.com.sg 

T: +65 6416 9940

E: davidblasco@michaelpage.com.sg 

T: +65 6416 9963

E: eugeniang@michaelpage.com.sg 

T: +65 6416 9961

Jeffrey Ng 
Director

Aprilyn Chan 
Senior Consultant

David Blasco 
Associate Director

Eugenia Ng 
Senior Consultant



START THE CONVERSATION.

Office Location

As a globally recognised and respected brand, Michael Page attracts the highest calibre job 
seekers in the finance industry. Contact us today for a conversation about your recruitment 
requirements and how we can support your business growth.

Singapore 
One Raffles Place Tower 2  
#09-61 
Singapore 048616 
T: +65 6533 2777 
F: +65 6533 7227 
E: enquiries@michaelpage.com.sg

Finance

Get Connected. Stay Ahead.


